We show that any 3-cormected graph other than K4 or K5 contains a contractible circuit or contains one of two simple configurations. This leads to a new recursive construction of the 3-connected graphs. (~)
Introduction
In [1] the author proved that if G is a 3-connected graph that is not K4, the complete graph on four vertices, or K3,3, the complete 3,3-bipartite graph, then G contains a vertex that can be deleted so that the resulting graph is 3-connected or G has a triangle with a 3-valent vertex. For planar 3-connected graphs, the dual statement would be that if G is not K4 then either a face of G can be contracted or G has a triangular face with a 3-valent vertex. It is of interest to see if a similar theorem exists for all 3-connected graphs. The graph in Fig. 1 is 3-connected and does not have a contractible circuit or a triangle with a 3-valent vertex, thus the planar result does not extend to all 3-connected graphs. We can, however, show that a 3-connected graph that is not K4 or K5 has either a contractible circuit or one of two simple configurations as a subgraph. We will see that this leads to a new recursive construction of the 3-connected graphs. (For two classical constructions see [4, 5] .)
Definitions and notation
Our graphs are without multiple edges or loops. All paths and circuits in this paper are non-self-intersecting. If P is a path and x and y are vertices of P then P [x, y] denotes the portion of P joining x and y. If the end vertices of P are x and y then P* will denote P with x and y deleted. If a circuit has two vertices that are joined by an Suppose that G is a graph and $1,..., Sk are disjoint connected subgraphs of G. Then by extending the Si's, we mean constructing connected subgraphs Tt, i = 1 ..... k, such that Si is a subgraph of Ti, the Ti's are disjoint, and every vertex of G is in a Tt. It is an easy exercise to show that such an extension always exists. The graph Tt will be called the extension of S~.
If H is a subgraph of a 3-connected graph G, then we say that H is contractible provided the graph obtained from G by contracting H is 3-connected.
There are several special graphs that shall concern us. A wheel consists of a circuit C and a vertex v, not on C, that is joined by an edge to each vertex of C. The circuit C will be called the rim of the wheel. If C has n edges, then the wheel is called an n-wheel. A triangle in a graph G that has a vertex that is 3-valent in G will be called a t-triangle. A subgraph of G isomorphic to the graph M in Fig. 2 such that the vertices x, y and z are 3-valent in G will be called a t-configuration. The vertices x, y and z will be called the midvertices of M. An n-clique in G is a subgraph of G that is a complete graph on n vertices. Proof. Suppose the contracted graph G" can be separated by two vertices x and y. Let the vertex of G" corresponding to Si be vi. Let the subgraph of G" corresponding to V be U, and let the subgraph of G" corresponding to the complement of V in G be W. If both x and y are in W then x and y would separate G ~, a contradiction.
Suppose that x and y are both in U. We note that since G' is 3-connected, W is connected. In G" every vi is joined to W, thus the removal of any two vi's leaves the graph connected, again a contradiction.
Suppose that x is in W and y is in U. If all components of the separated graph (resulting from removing x and y from G") have vertices in W, then removing x and the vertex of G' corresponding to V would separate G', thus one component K has all vertices in U. Since each v; is joined to W in G", the vertex x must be a vertex of an edge of attachment of V meeting K at a vertex vj. Furthermore K cannot contain any other vi, for then K would be joined to W. Thus K is the single vertex vj. But either vj is joined to W by another edge of attachment or it is joined to a vi that is not y, and thus K is joined to W, a contradiction. [] We define the set A to be the set containing the wheels, the graph obtained by removing an edge from Ks (which we will denote K5 -e), K3,n, for all n~>3, and the graphs obtained from K3,. by adding up to three edges between vertices of the set of three vertices. In the next lemma we shall need to use the following famous theorem of Steinitz (see [2, 3] Proof. By Theorem 1, the graph G can be generated from K4 by repeatedly adding edges. Suppose that in the edge-adding process, we arrive at a graph G I with a circuit C whose complement in G' is connected and contains a circuit D. If we add to G', an edge e that meets C on one vertex of e, or on no vertices of e, then C either remains the same or becomes a circuit with one more vertex. Its complement is clearly still connected and contains either D or a circuit produced by adding one or two vertices to K. If an edge is added with both vertices on C, then we may replace C by a circuit consisting of e and a path along C joining the two vertices of e. The portion of C that is not on this new circuit must have at least one vertex x. The vertex x is joined by at least one edge to the complement of C, thus the complement of the new circuit is connected. Thus, if in the sequence of graphs produced as edges are added, there is a graph for which the conclusion of the theorem holds, then the theorem holds for G. Now we need to determine the set A of graphs obtained from K4 by adding edges, that do not have a circuit that is without diagonals and has a connected complement containing a circuit. When an edge is added to K4 there are three possible results: a 4-wheel, the graph of the triangular prism (Fig. 3) , and K3,3. If we add an edge to any 4-wheel in such a way that neither a wheel nor/£5 -e is produced, then the resulting graph has the desired properties. If we add an edge to/£5 -e so that K5 is not produced, then the resulting graph has the desired properties.
Let K3.n be the bipartite graph with vertex sets X and Y with 3 and n vertices, respectively. If we add an edge to a graph spanned by K3,n such that the edge does not join two vertices of X or two vertices of Y, we shall call the added edge an a-edge.
If we add an a-edge to K3,3, then the reader may check that the desired circuits will exist. If we add an a-edge to K3,, when n>3, we will have a copy of K3,3 with such an a-edge added, as a subgraph and it follows that our circuits exist. When n>3, adding an edge between two vertices of Y gives a graph with the required circuits, but adding up to three edges between vertices of X produces graphs without the necessary circuits. If we add an edge to both X and Y in K3,3 we will have the necessary circuits.
What remains to be checked is what happens when we add up to three edges between vertices of X in K3,n and then add an a-edge. We define K* to be K3,, with one edge 3,n e added between vertices x and y of X. If we add an a-edge, to K* the reader can 3,n check that the required circuits exist except when we add an edge joining the third vertex of X to a new vertex between x and y on e. This will produce K3,,+l from K~,,, and it will not have the required circuits. If we have a graph obtained from K3,n by adding up to three edges to X, and then adding an a-edge, this is the same as adding an a-edge to K* and then adding up to two more edges between vertices of X, and 3,n thus the required circuits exist unless adding the a-edge has produced a copy of K3,n+l with up to two edges added between vertices of X.
We now have that there is a circuit without diagonals, with a connected complement containing a circuit except for the wheels, Ks,/(5 -e, and K3,, with up to three edges added between vertices of X. The set containing all these graphs is the set A. [] It is interesting to note that the set A is exactly the set of 3-connected graphs identified by Dirac as having no two vertex disjoint cycles [3] . Proof. We observe that K3,n for all n >~3 contains a t-configuration. If edges are added between vertices of X in K3,n, then the graph contains a t-triangle. Also the wheels and Ks -e have t-triangles. The one graph in A that does not have a t-triangle or t-configuration is Ks. Thus, the theorem is true for all graphs in A except/(5. We shall now assume that G is not in A and that G does not have a t-triangle or a t-configuration. Let C be a circuit whose complement is connected and contains a circuit D 1 (Lemma 2). We choose a c-set C1 for G whose elements are each vertex of C and the complement V1 of C. We observe that the contracted graph is a wheel with C as the rim. We now shall choose a sequence of c-sets for G such that each contracted graph is 3-connected and such that the last c-set in our sequence has an element that is a circuit or is the subgraph induced by the vertices of a circuit.
Suppose that we have constructed the c-set Ci. We now show how to construct Ci+l. Case IIa: x is not u, v or w. If P misses the P~-'s, then we choose two subgraphs of Vi as follows. The first is P, and the second is D U P1 to P2 U P3. We extend these subgraphs and replace Vi in Ci by the extended subgraphs. The extended subgraphs satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1, thus the new contracted graph is 3-connected.
We call the new c-set Ci+l, let the subgraph containing D be Vi+l, and relabel D as Di+l.
If P intersects one of the P~'s we may assume that q, the first such vertex of intersection as we traverse P starting at x, is on P1. We take the path P[x, q] together with the path along P1 from q to its end point at a vertex of attachment. This path we take as one of our subgraphs while the other subgraph we choose is D t3 P2 tO/3. As in the above argument, we extend, and construct Ci+l. (Note that the extension of the second graph is joined to the extension of the first because Vi is connected.)
Case IIb: x and y are end points of P1 and P2, respectively. In this case, some portion P[r,s] of P is a path joining two of the P,.'s and missing the third. We may assume that P[r,s] joins P1 and P2. The argument in the other cases is the same. We choose three subgraphs as follows: the first is P1 [x, r] together with P[r,s] minus the edge e of P[r,s] meeting P2. The second is Pz [s,y] , and the third is DtOP3 together with the path along P~ from K to r minus the edge d of that path, meeting r, and the similarly constructed path along P2 (with an edge e" meeting s, removed). We extend these three graphs, and as above, construct C~+I. (Note that each of the three extended subgraphs is joined to each of the others by e, e' and e".) We now do the usual replacement of Vi and labeling of V/+I. Whenever we have in V~ a circuit and a path that misses the circuit and joins two vertices of attachment, we shall call them a path-circuit pair.
Case III: The circuit D i misses vertices of attachment Xl ..... xk, k ~> 3, but there are no path-circuit pairs. We wish to show that for each xj there are two paths in V~ joining xj to D i and meeting only at xj. Such paths will be called joinino paths. To see this, we take a new vertex m and join it to three vertices of D i. The new graph is easily seen to be 3-connected. In G there are three paths joining m and xj and meeting only at their end points. At most one of these paths can leave V/because it must use the single edge of attachment meeting xj. The other two paths minus the edges meeting m are the desired paths. Note that the joining paths from one xi miss the joining paths from any other xi except at vertices of D i because otherwise there would be a path-circuit pair. For each xj let Pj and Qj be its joining paths. Let the vertices of Pj and Qj that are on D i be pj and qj, respectively.
Case IIIa: Pl and ql separate P2 and qz on D i. Let P~ be any joining path from x3 to D i. Whenever pt ends on D i we can take either P1 U Q1 together with a path along D i as our circuit and there will be a path from x2 to x3 missing the circuit, or we can take the similarly constructed circuit using the joining paths meeting x2, and have a path from x~ to x3. In all cases we have a path-circuit pair and Case II applies.
Case IIIb: No pair pj,qj separates any other such pair on D ~. Suppose that pl is not p= or q2. Again, just as in Case IIa, using P1, Ql, P2, Q2,P3, and Q3. We can find a circuit and a path missing the circuit joining two of Xl,X2, and x3. (The argument works using just one path meeting x3 except in the case where that path meets D ~ at a vertex that lies on joining paths from both Xl and x2. In this case the other joining path meeting x3 will not meet such a vertex, and the above argument works.)
Suppose now that the sets {pj, qj} are all the same set. Let J be the union of the Pj's, the Qj's and path from a vertex of a path Z* to the complement of Z*, reaching a contradiction and deducing that Z is an edge. In what follows, the conclusions are reached using numerous path arguments. We shall not go into all of the details of all of the remaining path arguments.) Neither L* nor L I* contains two vertices of attachment, or we would have a path-circuit pair. Suppose there is a vertex of attachment on both L and L'. The above type of argument shows that L and U each consist of exactly two edges. These path arguments also show that each joining path is an edge (one takes each path in turn, examines the possibility of a path joining it to another joining path or to D i and observes that then there would be a path-circuit pair). Similar arguments show that J is V/and each xi is 3-valent. Now J contains a t-configuration.
If neither L nor L' contains a vertex of attachment we have a double edge, which is a contradiction. If L has a vertex of attachment and L' does not, then similar arguments show that L consists of exactly two edges, that P1,P2, Q1 and Q2 are edges, and that xl is 3-valent. Now P1 U P213 Q1 to 02 (3 L is a t-configuration.
Case IV: The circuit D i misses only vertices of attachment Xl and x2, but there is no path from xl to x2 missing D i. We begin just as in Case IIIa where we assume that Pl and ql separate P2 and q2. The same argument about a path from a third vertex of attachment holds, but in this case the path would consists of just a vertex of attachment lying on D i.
If we have that no pair separates another, but Pl ¢ P2 the argument is again the same as in Case IIIa unless the third vertex of attachment x3 is ql, and ql = q2. If there are any other vertices of attachment, then they are on D i and are not the same as ql, and the argument in Case Ilia works, thus we may now assume that there are exactly three vertices of attachment (Xl,X2, and ql). We now consider the path L along D i from Pl to ql missing P2. If there is a third vertex on L there must be a path from L* to the complement of L in D i to P1 t3 P2 t_J Q1 u Q2. The reader may easily check that any such path will yield the existence of a path-circuit pair. Thus L is an edge. Similar arguments show that Q1 is an edge, and that PI is an edge unless there is a path from P~* to ql. If such a path exists, then similar arguments show that it is an edge. Among all such edges we choose the edge e with an end point w closest to Xl on P1. Now e, Ql and PI[W, X1] form a t-triangle (use similar path arguments to show that w is 3-valent). In the case where no such paths from P1 exist we have that P1 is an edge and thus, since xl is now 3-valent (path arguments), PI, Q1 and L form a t-triangle.
In the case where pl = p2 and ql = q2 the argument is the same as in the last part of Case IIIb. (Note that in this case we may assume no path form L* to an xi because then we would have a case argued earlier in Case IV.)
Case V: There is exactly one vertex of attachment x not on D ~. In this case there must be at least two vertices of attachment y and z on D i. We choose two paths P and Q from x to D i in Vi. Let the end points of P and Q on D i be p and q, respectively.
Case Va: Both paths miss y and z, and p and q do not separate y and z on D ~. Then clearly there is a path from y to z missing a circuit through x.
Case Vb: p =z and q ¢ y. Let L be the path along D i from p tO q missing y. Suppose first, that there are no vertices of attachment on L*. Then, if there are vertices on L* there must be a path in Vi from L* to its complement in P t3 Q to D i. Any such path will give us a path-circuit pair, thus L is an edge.
If we apply path arguments to P we see that the only possible path from P* would be a path R[w, y] from P* to y. In this case, path arguments show that this path is an edge, that P is the union of two edges, Q is an edge, and that the path along D i from y to q missing p is an edge. Now, x, y and z each must meet just one edge of attachment of Vi because each misses a circuit in V/.
Let the path along D i from p to y missing q be J. If J is an edge then J, R and P[w, p] form a t-triangle (path arguments show that w is 3-valent). If J is not an edge then the only possible path from J* would be a path M from J* to x. Now path arguments show that J is the union of two edges and that M is an edge. Any other paths must now join two of the vertices of attachment, and such paths must be edges (path arguments). Thus V~ is a graph of six vertices spanned by K3,3. Now V/ has a spanning circuit that is our contractible circuit.
If P is an edge, then similar arguments show that Q is an edge unless there is a path from Q* to p, in which case these arguments show that such a path is an edge. As in the argument in Case IV, we choose such an edge e that has an end point w nearest x on Q. Now, e, Q [w,x] , and P form a t-triangle. If no such edges exist, then Q is an edge. If x is 3-valent, then P, Q and L form a t-triangle. If not, then there is a path X from x which can only go to the path J on D i from y to p missing q. Path arguments show that X is an edge. (Note that a path from X* to, e.g., p would give a path from x to p that is not an edge. This case is covered earlier in Case Vb.) Let the vertex of X on J be w'. If w' = y, then path arguments show that the complementary path of L in D i is the union of two edges and we have K4 in V~. Any other paths can be shown to be edges and thus Vi = K4. A spanning circuit of V~ is now our contractible circuit.
If w ~ is not y, then J[w', p] can be shown to be an edge by path arguments, and similar arguments show that w' is 3-valent (w p is not a vertex of attachment because if it were, then there would be a path-circuit pair). Now P, X, and J[w ~, p] form a t-triangle.
Suppose, now that there is a vertex of attachment v on L*. There can be at most one such vertex of attachment or the portion of D i joining two of them would be a path of a path-circuit pair. Now, similar arguments as above show that L consists of two edges meeting v, that P and Q are edges, that the complement of L in D ~ consists of two edges meeting y, and that x, v and y are 3-valent. The vertices v and y must meet just one edge of attachment because each misses a circuit in Vi. Thus, ~ is a t-configuration.
Case Vc: z and y separate p and q. Let L and U be the two paths along D i from z to y. The same type of arguments now show that L and U consist of two edges and that P and Q are edges. Similar path arguments show that no paths can join x to other parts of P U Q u D i except a path to y or z, but such paths give us Case Vb. We may now treat x, y and z symmetrically. Each misses a circuit in V~ thus they each meet just one edge of attachment. Letting z or y play the role of x, we see that they are all 3-valent, thus V/ is a t-configuration.
Case Vd: p=z and q=y. Let L be one path along D i from y to z. The above arguments show that L is either an edge or consists of two edges meeting a vertex of attachment. (Note that if there is a path from L* to x then we have Case Vb.) The same is true of the complementary path U of L in D i. Since there are no double edges we may assume that there is a vertex of attachment w on L*. Suppose L' does not have a vertex of attachment. Now the only paths from w in Vi that do not produce a path-circuit pair are paths to x, which we have just ruled out. Now, w misses a circuit in Vi, thus it meets just one vertex of attachment. Thus, w is 3-valent and L t_J U is a t-triangle. Now suppose that we also have a vertex of attachment u on U*. Our path arguments now show that U consists of two edges meeting u. The vertex u meets just one edge of attachment because it misses a circuit in V/. Again, P and Q are edges, and now our path arguments, and symmetric treatment of x, w and u will show that x, w and u are 3-valent. Now we have a t-configuration in G.
Case 
Consequences of Theorem 2
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 3. If G ~ K4 is 3-connected, and e is an edge of G, (i) meeting a t-triangle at its 3-valent vertex or (ii) meeting a t-configuration at a midvertex, then the graph obtained from G by contracting e is 3-connected.
The proof is a basic argument using the definition of 3-connectedness and is left to the reader.
We may now talk about operations to generate the 3-connected graphs. The operation expandin9 a vertex to circuit is the inverse of our circuit contractions, thus we expand to a circuit with no diagonals, to a 4-clique, or to a graph of six vertices spanned by K3,3. Splitting a vertex is the inverse of edge contraction. It consists of choosing two subsets S and S p (not necessarily disjoint) of the neighbors of a vertex v, replacing v by two vertices w and w t, joining w to all vertices of S, and w ~ to all vertices of S ~, and joining w to w ~.
As a consequence of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, we have the following recursive generating method for 3-connected graphs:
Theorem 3. The 3-connected graphs can be generated from K4 and K5 by the following operations:
(i) expanding a vertex to a circuit;
